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XPoint is one of the well known PM technologies, and Intel Optane
DC Persistent Memory Modules (DCPMM) based on this technology
is the first-to-market PM product [43]. Recently, the performance
characteristics of Optane DCPMM were explored and evaluated
from both micro and macro perspectives [33, 63, 68]. Some insights
are drawn from these studies, and part of them are inconsistent
with previous assumptions. J. Yang et al. find that the actual behaviors of Optane DCPMM are more complicated and nuanced than
the slower, persistent DRAM label would suggest [68]. The performance of applications on PM is highly coupled with the access size,
workload, pattern, and degree of concurrency compared to DRAM.
Contrary to the estimation made in previous work [61], Lersch et
al. [33] show that PM bandwidth is a scarce resource and has a
significant impact on performance. The results in [68] show that
end-to-end write latency is often lower than read latency. These
characteristics about PM hardware are ignored or not comprehensively considered in existing studies like the design of PM data
structures. For example, given the incorrect assumption about the
asymmetric read/write performance, some prior works [46, 72] use
schemes that intentionally impose more PM reads to reduce PM
writes.
The advent of scalable persistent memory offers a new way to
address the issues that many practical applications or systems have
been facing. Among them, the hash indexing structure or hash
table, a fundamental component in many software systems [16, 36,
50, 53], can benefit from the new features of PM to achieve high
performance and instant recovery. There has been a new breed of
hash tables specifically designed for PM [31, 37, 46, 72, 73]. They are
either based on DRAM emulation [46, 72, 73], or designed for actual
PM [9, 37], or ported from existing hash tables [31]. It is unclear
how well these proposed hash tables (evaluated using emulators)
perform on real PM, how they differentiate from each other if a
wider range of performance metrics are considered, and how they
behave under specific hardware configurations such as NUMA
that is only available on certain CPU architectures (like Cascade
Lake [1]).
Inspired by existing circumstances, in this paper, we conduct
a comprehensive evaluation of hash tables on a system equipped
with DCPMM. We evaluate six PM-based hash tables including
Level hashing [72], CCEH [46], Dash [37], PCLHT [31], Clevel [9],
and SOFT [73], using a benchmarking framework that is an extension of PiBench [33] that provides a set of interfaces and a unified
testing environment for fair comparison. The six hash tables cover
a wide range of techniques in various dimensions, as detailed in
Section 3. Our experimental results obtained from running representative workloads reveal important insights that can be adopted
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INTRODUCTION

Until now, various types of persistent memory based on different physical mediums have been proposed [22, 59, 64]. Despite
this difference, persistent memory is commonly featured by byteaddressability, direct persistence, and DRAM-scale latency. 3D
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as guidelines for the future development of PM-based hash tables
(summarized in Section 5). Overall, we make the following contributions.

writes. Similar to WPQs, the XPBuffer resides in the ADR domain.
Hence, all updates are already persistent when they arrive at the
XPBuffer.
Operating modes. Optane DCPMM can be configured to run in
Memory mode or App Direct mode [23]. Memory can be interleaved
across channels and DIMMs in each mode. Both modes allow direct
access to PM via load and store instructions. In Memory mode,
the DRAM acts as a cache for the most frequently-accessed data,
while the DCPMM provides large memory capacity without persistence. In App Direct mode, applications and operating system
are explicitly aware there are two types of directly accessible memory using load/store instructions. It is worth noting that although
PM is persistent, CPU caches and registers are still volatile. Data
will be persisted in PM when a cacheline flush instruction, such
as clflush, clflushopt, or clwb, is executed or other events that
implicitly cause cacheline flush occur [37]. In order to ensure that
applications can recover from system crashes correctly, we must
use memory fences to avoid undesirable reorderings of instructions.
Since our main target is to evaluate the performance of PM-based
hash tables, we configure Optane DCPMM in the App Direct mode.
Performance. Although Optane DCPMM is designed to work
with direct and byte-addressable load/store access, it has lower
bandwidth and higher read/write latency than DRAM. As reported
in previous work [33], the read latency of Optane DCPMM is ~300
ns, which is 4x of that of DRAM (~75 ns). Moreover, it exhibits asymmetric read/write latency. According to a more recent study [68],
end-to-end write latency as seen by the application is often lower
than read latency, because writes return once data reaches the ADR
domain at the memory controller. But reads have a high probability
of accessing the physical DCPMM medium if the data is not cached
in RPQs. The maximum sequential read and write bandwidth of
DCPMM is about 40 GB/s and 13 GB/s [68], which are about 3x and
11x lower than that of DDR4 DRAM, respectively. The asymmetric
bandwidth is more prominent for random reads and writes.

• First, we leverage the PiBench framework in our hash table
evaluation with necessary extensions. In this way, we can
guarantee that the experimental results are comparable and
fair. Our benchmarking framework is publicly available at
https://github.com/daokunhu/HashEvaluation.
• Second, we evaluate PM-based concurrent hash tables from
both macro and micro perspectives. In addition to the commonly used metrics such as throughput, scalability, latency,
load factor, LLC misses, resizing overhead, memory usage,
and recovery overhead, we also consider the impact of PM
hardware such as DCPMM bandwidth, various combinations
of instructions, and NUMA architecture. The experiments
are all conducted on real PM hardware.
• Third, implications about design trade-offs, good paradigms,
and desirable optimizations are summarized, which can serve
as guidelines for future research and practical development
of PM-based hash tables.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on Intel Optane DCPMM and Persistent Memory
Development Kit (PMDK) [25]. We introduce the design and implementation of six state-of-the-art hash tables in Section 3. The
evaluation results are discussed in Section 4. We summarize important observations in Section 5. Related work and conclusion are
presented in Section 6 and Section 7 respectively.

2

BACKGROUND

This section first presents the background of Optane DC Persistent
Memory. Then, we briefly introduce PMDK that is the programming
framework commonly used to implement PM applications.

2.1

Optane DC Persistent Memory

2.2

Optane DC Persistent Memory (hereinafter referred to as Optane
DCPMM) is the first commercially available PM product that modifies the traditional computer memory hierarchy by creating a new
non-volatile tier between the volatile DRAM and block-based storage.
Hardware Architecture. Optane DCPMM was introduced with
the Cascade Lake architecture [1], which supports multiple sockets
(2/4/8), each consisting of one or two processor dies that comprise
separate NUMA nodes [68]. The integrated memory controller
(iMC) on Cascade Lake is capable of interfacing with both DDR4
and Optane DCPMM DIMMs. To maintain data persistence, the
iMCs are located in the asynchronous DRAM refresh (ADR) domain
that can ensure CPU stores that arrive here will survive a power
failure [27]. The iMC maintains both read and write pending queues
(RPQs and WPQs) for each Optane DCPMM, but only the WPQs
are in the ADR domain. Therefore, once data reaches the WPQs,
it will be flushed to PM by the iMC on a system crash. As the
3D-XPoint physical medium access granularity is 256 bytes, the
on-DIMM controller translates smaller requests into larger 256byte ones, causing write amplification as small stores become readmodify-write operations. The on-DIMM controller has a small writecombining buffer (referred to as XPBuffer [68]) to merge adjacent

Programming Persistent Memory

On the one hand, PM allows us to build data structures that are much
faster than those requiring serialization or flushing to block-based
storage [58]. On the other hand, PM breaks the volatile-persistent
boundary between the traditional volatile memory and external
memory, creating a new boundary between processor cache and
PM. These changes make the programming of PM systems more
complicated, challenging, and error-prone [54]. For example, algorithms must be carefully tailored to properly persist data by
flushing the CPU cache or using non-temporal store and memory
barrier to ensure data consistency. However, data consistency requires the proper ordering of stores and making sure data is stored
persistently. To make a store (that writes more than 8 bytes) atomic,
we typically rely on certain mechanisms, such as redo/undo logging [4, 26], copy-on-write [2, 39, 46], versioning [37], and hybrid
memory [65]. These mechanisms are complicated and error-prone.
These challenges can be addressed by employing a sound programming model enforced by PM programming libraries [20, 25, 30,
40, 60]. In order to be consistent with the original implementation
of hash tables as most as possible, we use the libraries in PMDK to
map memory files, allocate PM memory, and persist data. Furthermore, we use xfs [10], a file system that has native DAX support
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(direct access to files backed by persistent memory) to organize and
manage PM data in our experiments.

3

structure is illustrated in Figure 1(b), where a directory entry points
to a segment that consists of a fixed number of buckets indexed by
the L least significant bits (LSBs) of hash values, and the segments
are indexed by the G most significant bits (MSBs) of hash values.
By combining multiple buckets into a segment, the directory remains significantly smaller as fewer bits are required to address the
segments.
When a collision happens upon inserting an item and the target bucket is full, instead of splitting the bucket (as in traditional
extendible hashing), CCEH splits the segment to expand capacity.
However, segment splitting would result in low load factors and
more PM accesses, because other buckets in the segment may still
have free slots. Thus, CCEH uses linear probing (before splitting) in
attempt to improve space utilization. After the segment splitting is
completed, some items need to be migrated to the newly created segment. CCEH uses a lazy deletion strategy to make sure the migrated
items in the old segment do not need to be cleaned immediately,
since they will be ignored by search operations and overwritten by
insert operations. In this way, extra writes are avoided.

PERSISTENT HASH TABLES

In this section, we briefly introduce six PM-based hash tables, including Level hashing [72], Clevel hashing [9], CCEH [46], Dash [37],
PCLHT [31], and SOFT [73]. These hash tables can be classified into
the following categories: 1) converted from DRAM counterparts
or specifically designed for real PM hardware; 2) based on various
structures like separate chaining, open addressing, or extendible
hashing; 3) using different synchronization mechanisms (lock-based
or lock-free); 4) using distinct resizing strategy (dynamic or static);
and 5) employing different crash-consistency mechanisms. We believe they are sufficiently representative.

3.1

Level Hashing and Clevel

Level hashing [72] is a write-optimized and scalable hash table
designed for persistent memory, featuring low overhead consistency guarantee and cost-efficient resizing. Level hashing adopts a
sharing-based two-level structure to achieve constant-scale time
complexity. As shown in Figure 1(a), only the top-level buckets
are addressable, and buckets in the bottom-level are used to store
conflicting items evicted from the top-level buckets. Similar to the
PCM-friendly hash table (PFHT) [12], it has multiple slots in each
bucket and allows evicting at most one item when inserting an item
to a full bucket. It enables each key to have two target locations to
choose from (via two hash functions), like Cuckoo hashing [51], to
improve load factor.
In Level hashing, a four times larger hash table is created during
resizing, and the key-value pairs in bottom-level buckets are first
rehashed into the new table, then the buckets of the old bottomlevel are deleted. At this time, the new table becomes the top level,
while the previous top level becomes the bottom level. To achieve
low overhead consistency, it adopts log-free schemes in the operations such as delete, insert, and resize, through a bitmap in
each bucket’s head. Level hashing relies on a slot-grained lock for
concurrency control, and no pointers are maintained in its data
structure. Although Level hashing shows improvement over previous work [12, 71], it has two shortcomings. First, it is a static
hashing scheme, and its rehashing overhead is still high. Second, it
was not evaluated on real PM.
Clevel is a lock-free concurrent hash table based on Level hashing, and it proposes a dynamic multi-level structure to support
concurrency. Resizing is performed by background threads without
blocking concurrent queries.

3.2

3.3

Dynamic and Scalable Hashing (Dash)

Dash [37] is a holistic approach to building dynamic and scalable
hash tables. It is adapted to implement extendible hashing and linear
hashing denoted as Dash-EH and DASH-LH. Similar to CCEH [46],
Dash leverages a three-level structure consisting of a directory and
a number of segments that are composed of numerous buckets. Figure 1(c) shows the structure of Dash (Dash-EH) based on extendible
hashing. A directory entry points to a segment which consists of
64 normal buckets and two stash buckets used to store overflowed
key-value pairs. Both normal and stash bucket share the same layout, as shown in Figure 1(c) (below). Each bucket is 256 bytes in
size, and has 32-byte metadata in its head, which is followed by 14
key-value pairs.
Dash employs techniques such as balanced insert, displacement,
and stashing to address the issue of low load factor in CCEH. To
insert a key, it first calculates the segment index s and bucket index
b by the key’s hash value, then it finds an empty slot in the less full
bucket b or b+1 (as shown in Figure 1(c) above) according to the
allocation bitmap in the metadata. If both of the buckets b and b+1
are full, a displacement operation is triggered to make room for the
new key being inserted. A membership bitmap is maintained in the
metadata to accelerate displacement. The key will be inserted into
a stash bucket if both of the two operations (balanced insert and
displacement) fail. If the insert operation is successful, the original
bucket’s overflow flag is updated; otherwise, a segment splitting
happens. In the worst case, Dash has to probe bucket b, b+1, and
stash buckets for a query, incurring more cache misses and PM
reads. The fingerprints, which are one-byte hash values of keys,
are maintained in the metadata to accelerate negative queries.
Dash uses optimistic concurrency control, and employs a bucketlevel CAS lock for the insert operation. The search operation in
Dash is lock-free, but we need to verify the keys returned.

CCEH

CCEH inherits the design of extendible hashing [15] to address the
issues of Level hashing, and is featured with low-overhead dynamic
memory management, constant lookup time, and failure-atomicity
guarantee without explicit logging. In traditional extendible hashing, a directory is maintained to include pointers that store the
addresses of buckets. When the number of buckets increases, the directory may consume a large amount of memory, making it unable
to reside in CPU cache. As a result, CCEH proposes an intermediate
layer (referred to as segment) between the directory and buckets
to reduce the number of pointers used to address buckets. This

3.4

PCLHT

Persistent Cache-Line Hash Table (PCLHT) is a chaining-based
concurrent crash-consistent hash table discussed in RECIPE [31]. It
is a variant of the DRAM-based hash table CLHT [11].
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Figure 1: Structure of three PM-based hash tables. (a) Level hashing; (b) CCEH; (c) Dynamic and Scalable Hashing (Dash).
CLHT is cache-friendly because its bucket is 64-byte in size (a
common cacheline size). Each bucket contains an 8-byte word for
concurrency control, a next pointer, and at most three 16-byte keyvalue pairs. This design aims at addressing the cache coherence
problem by ensuring that each update to the hash table requires
only one cacheline access in ordinary cases. To ensure that a nonblocking read finds the correct result, CLHT uses atomic snapshot
of bucket for write operations. The insert and delete operation both
use a single atomic commit point that is ordered by memory fences:
writing the correct value first before updating the 8-byte key (for
insert) or writing 0 to the key (for delete). If an insert fails because
the table is full, then CLHT resizes the table using a copy-on-write
method.
Because the operations like insert, delete, and resize are implemented via a single atomic store, they can be converted to persistent
counterparts by simply inserting cacheline flushes and memory
fences after corresponding store instructions.

3.5

two-level structure, which offers constant-scale time complexity
for writes. PCLHT and SOFT are both chaining-based design using
pointers to link buckets (or nodes).
Concurrency. Except SOFT and Clevel, all other hash tables are
lock-based. Level hashing uses slot-grained locking, CCEH adapts
two-level reader/writer locking, and PCLHT uses bucket-grained
locking. Dash employs a optimistic locking scheme, and writes are
protected by bucket-grained lock, while reads are lock-free.
Architecture. SOFT stores volatile nodes and persistent nodes
in DRAM and PM respectively. This hybrid architecture make it
possible to achieve near DRAM performance, but it suffers from
long recovery time, depending on the size of the structure that
needs to be rebuilt in DRAM. The other four hash tables store all
data in PM, which may suffer from longer read/write latency.
Resizing. Both CCEH and Dash split segment to expand space.
Segment splitting incurs much fewer PM accesses than whole table
rehashing. In addition, CCEH employs a strategy called lazy deletion
to further reduce the overhead of segment splitting. In PCLHT and
Level hashing, the resizing operation doubles the size of the hash
table. But the bucket-sharing structure of Level hashing enables it
to reuses 2/3 of buckets during resizing. The resizing operation of
Clevel is lock-free. SOFT does not support resizing.

SOFT

SOFT [73] is a chaining-based lock-free hash table proposed to
avoid persisting any pointers in the data structure. SOFT has two
main components, i.e., persistent node (PNode) and volatile node
(VNode). The PNode contains a key-value pair and three validity
bits. The VNode consists of a key-value pair and two pointers:
one pointing to the PNode with the same key-value pair, and the
other pointing to the next VNode. Only PNodes are persisted in
PM, and all VNodes are stored in DRAM. The resizing operation
is not implemented in SOFT. When inserting a key, a new PNode
and a new VNode are allocated, and the VNode will be linked to an
existing VNode atomically (via CAS). The delete operation shares
a similar process with the insert operation except that nodes are
removed instead. SOFT can recover from a system crash by scanning
the PNodes in PM and rebuilding the structure in DRAM.

3.6

4
4.1

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Environment and Setup

Hardware Configuration. Our experiments were performed on
a Linux server (kernel version 5.0.0) that is equipped with two Intel
Xeon Gold 5218 CPUs that both are clocked at 2.3GHz and have 16
cores, 32 hyperthreads, 32KB L1 instruction cache, 32KB L1 data
cache, and 1024KB L2 cache. The last level cache is 22MB in size.
The memory system includes 192GB of DDR4 DRAM and 768GB
of Optane DCPMM (6 x 128 GB DCPMMs) configured in the App
Direct mode. In the evaluation of multi-threaded performance and
NUMA, we use two CPUs. In other cases, only one CPU is used and
the DCPMMs are all installed with this CPU.
Parameters. To perform a fair comparison among all hash tables, we use the configuration as presented in their original papers
except Level hashing. The default size of keys and values in Level
hashing is 16 bytes and 15 bytes respectively. Thus, a bucket with 3
slots and a 3-byte token can be aligned to 128 bytes (two cachelines).
We choose to store keys and values using 8 bytes, because other

Summary

We summarize the characteristics of hash tables discussed above in
Table 1, including data structures, concurrency control mechanisms,
memory architectures, and resizing strategies. These techniques
are commonly used in the design of PM hash tables.
Structure. CCEH and Dash both use a directory-segment based
structure. This three-layer structure is more space-efficient than
traditional extendible hashing. Level hashing uses a sharing-based
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Table 1: Comparison of persistent hash tables.
Concurrency

Architecture

Resizing

Open addressing (two-level)
Extendible hashing
Extendible hashing
Separate chaining
Separate chaining
Open addressing (multi-level)

Locking
Selective (locking & lock-free)
Optimistic locking
Locking
Lock-free
Lock-free

PM-only
PM-only
PM-only
PM-only
DRAM (VNode) + PM (PNode)
PM-only

Doubling
Splitting
Splitting
Doubling
–
Doubling

hash tables only support this configuration. Thus, we set the bucket
size of Level hashing to 64 bytes. CCEH uses 16KB segments and
64-byte buckets (4 slots), and probes at most 4 cachelines (4 buckets,
16 slots, 256 bytes). In Dash, a bucket has 14 slots that consume 256
bytes memory, and a segment contains 64 normal buckets and 2
stash buckets. PCLHT is chaining-based, and its bucket is aligned
to 64 bytes. SOFT is also chaining-based with one key-value pair in
each node, and it creates and destroys node on demand.
Implementation. For CCEH, Level, PCLHT, and SOFT, we use
the library libvmem [24] of PMDK [25] to manage PM memory. For
Dash, we directly adopt its original implementation, which uses
the interfaces provided by libpmem and libpmemobj in PMDK for
crash-safe PM management. For Clevel, we also use its original
implementation using PMDK with C++ bindings. For cacheline
flush, we use the clwb instruction for better performance [31]. As
for the hash function, we employ GCC’s std::Hash_bytes that is
also used in previous studies [33, 46, 72], because it is known to be
fast and provides high-quality hashes [37]. All hash tables do not
allow duplicate keys.
Benchmark Framework. Due to its easy adoption and welldesigned architecture, we leverage the PiBench [33] framework in
our evaluation with necessary extensions. It collects a wide range
of metrics, including throughput, latency, and hardware counters
using the Processor Counter Monitor (PCM) library [13] through
well-defined interfaces that can invoke common operations of indexing structures, such as insert, search, delete, and update etc. We
extend PiBench with functionalities that are specific to evaluating
hash tables, such as load factor, utilization, resize latency, recovery
time, and the number of instructions targeting PM (cache flushing
and memory fence). To evaluate a specific hash table, we simply
need to implement the interfaces defined by PiBench and encapsulate them in a shared library, which can be loaded by PiBench
at runtime to invoke the corresponding interfaces. Moreover, we
use the three random distributions offered by PiBench in workload
generation, i.e., uniform, self similar, and zipfian.
Workloads. We stress test each hash table with individual operations (insert, positive and negative search, and delete) and mixed
workloads. Negative search means searching keys that do not exist.
Unless otherwise stated, we use the following method to generate
workloads for corresponding experiments. We initialize hash tables
with a capacity that can accommodate 16M key-value pairs except
SOFT. Because SOFT creates and destroys nodes on demand, and
we initialize it with 16M head nodes (the head node of a list is
not used for data storage). To measure insert-only performance,
we insert 200M records into an empty hash table directly. To measure the performance of the search and delete operation and the
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for different operations.
mixed workloads, we first initialize the hash table with 200M items
(loading phase), then execute 200M operations to perform the measurements (measuring phase). Similar to prior studies [33, 37], we
run the experiments with workloads using uniform distribution
and skewed distribution (self similar with a factor of 0.2, which
means 80% of accesses focus on 20% of keys). Since CCEH, Level
hashing, and PCLHT have no support for variable-length keys and
values, we only consider fixed-length (8 bytes) keys and values.

4.2

Single-threaded Performance

We start our evaluation with the analysis of single-threaded performance. The results are shown in Figure 2.
Search. Search is the most basic operation of hash tables since
updates to hash tables (such as insert and delete) need to confirm
whether a certain key exists at first. PCLHT has the highest performance in positive search, which benefits from its design philosophy [11]: the search operation should not involve any stores, waiting,
or retries. In addition, PCLHT performs a full-table rehashing to
expand capacity, which ensures its chaining-based bucket is short
enough to obtain constant time search performance when the hash
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table is nearly full. To illustrate more clearly, we collect the last
level cache (LLC) misses when running the search-only workload.
As shown in Figure 3(b), the number of LLC misses of PCLHT is the
lowest, and PCLHT only needs 1.4 cacheline accesses on average
per search. Besides, PCLHT reads less data as shown in Figure 3(a).
In comparison, SOFT needs to traverse its long chained buckets,
which incurs the largest number LLC misses (see Figure 3(b)). Fortunately, SOFT reads keys from VNodes stored in DRAM (zero reads
from PM shown in Figure 3(a)). We also notice that SOFT achieves
higher throughput in positive search than in negative (1.4x and
2.0x under uniform and skewed distribution respectively). Because
SOFT needs to traverse all nodes in negative search, causing more
LLC misses (see Figure 3(b)).
Dash maintains a fingerprint array in the metadata, which can
help avoid unnecessary PM accesses. With this optimization, Dash
achieves the highest throughput in negative search. To find an existing item, Dash needs to probe 4 buckets (target bucket, neighbor
bucket, and two stash buckets) in the worst case, while CCEH needs
to probe 5 consecutive buckets. It means that Dash needs to access
4 XPlines in the XPBuffer in the worst case, while CCEH only needs
to access 2 XPlines at most. Consequently, Dash reads more data
(about 1.3x of CCEH) from PM (see Figure 3(a)), leading to slightly
lower throughput in positive search compared to CCEH. Clevel
reads much more data from PM than all other hash tables, since it
needs to probe all levels in the hash table and dereference pointers
to get the final key-value pairs. As a result, Clevel has the lowest
throughput.
Insert. To insert a record, we first search the hash table to make
sure no record with the same key exists. Thus, the insert performance relies on how the search operation behaves.
As shown in Figure 2(a), for the insert-only workload with uniform distribution, the throughput of SOFT and CCEH is close to
each other. As the insert-only workload would inevitably trigger
table resizing if the initial capacity of hash tables is less than the
total size of items to be inserted. Thus, the resizing overhead has a
non-trivial impact on insert throughput. Level hashing and PCLHT
exhibit lower insert throughput because of their time-consuming
resizing operation, which incurs a large amount of extra PM writes.
In addition, as Level hashing exhibits a lower search performance,
its throughput falls behind PCLHT. As for CCEH and Dash, they
have similar resizing overhead and search performance, but CCEH
shows higher throughput because it needs fewer cacheline flushes
per insert (see Figure 3(b)) and writes less data to PM (see Figure 3(a)). Because the skewed distribution generates duplicate keys,
the throughput in this case is slightly different. PCLHT’s throughput is improved greatly since its resizing overhead is decreased
(fewer keys to be rehashed). Clevel has the lowest throughput, as it
needs to dynamically allocate memory for the items being inserted
and record a log entry for each item to guarantee crash consistency.
Delete. The performance of delete operation is also related to
search performance, because before deleting a key, we need to
check whether the key exists. The delete operation involves multiple reads but only one write. Hence, the delete performance shows
a similar trend with positive search (keys to be deleted exist). SOFT
frees the node after the key is deleted. This means the size of its
linked list shrinks as more keys are deleted. With fewer nodes to
probe, SOFT can perform the search operation faster. Thus, SOFT

achieves the highest throughput for workloads under both uniform
and skewed distribution. Comparatively, the delete throughput of
PCLHT is lower than that of SOFT, even it exhibits outstanding
search performance. This is due to the fact that PCLHT just marks
a key as invalid, but the nodes containing the deleted keys remain,
resulting in extra checks during searching. Under uniform distribution, Dash, CCEH, and SOFT exhibit similar performance. Due
to its poor search performance, Clevel’s delete throughput is also
quite low.

4.3

Multi-threaded Performance

We use the same configurations as in Section 4.2 to evaluate multithreaded performance. The results are shown in Figure 4, and Figure 5. Among the mixed workloads, the write heavy workload
consists of 80% inserts and 20% searches, the balanced workload
consists of 50% inserts and 50% searches, and the read heavy workload comprises 20% inserts and 80% searches.
Search. For the search operation, all hash tables scale well when
the number of threads is less than 32, as shown in Figure 4(b)(c)(f)(g).
PCLHT performs best, and this is consistent with its single-threaded
performance. In particular, PCLHT shows excellent performance
for negative search under skewed distribution, achieving 60Mops/s
of throughput at 64 threads, which is 1.2x/2.2x/3.1x/4.3/7.1x of
Dash/SOFT/Level/CCEH/Clevel. SOFT is a dynamic lock-free hash
scheme and its search operation only accesses DRAM, which guarantees its good search performance. However, SOFT uses pointers
to link nodes like PCLHT and does not resize the hash table. Hence,
the length of the linked list would limit its overall search throughput. For Dash, threads can proceed without holding any locks for
reads, which makes it achieve good scalability. The fingerprinting technique employed by Dash can indeed improve its negative
search throughput, since it can filter negative lookups to PM. As a
result, Dash outperforms PCLHT in negative search under uniform
distribution (see Figure 4(c)). For the skewed workload, PCLHT is
slightly better than Dash in negative search because much less of
data (20%) is accessed compared to the uniform distribution. CCEH
underperforms Dash due to its usage of pessimistic locking even
for reads. In general, hash tables with non-blocking read can obtain
higher search performance.
Insert. SOFT achieves significantly better insert performance
than others under both workload distributions. As depicted in Figure 4(a)(e), its throughput is up to 14.7x and 13.7x of Level hashing
under uniform and skewed distribution respectively, when the number of threads reaches 32. SOFT’s outstanding insert performance
can be attributed to four aspects: (1) It is lock-free. (2) It completely
avoid persisting any pointers in the data structure. (3) It uses the
least amount of flush instructions (Figure 3(b)). (4) The number of
fence instructions per operation is close to the theoretical minimum
(Figure 3(b)). Given that Dash needs to move items among buckets to deal with collisions, which incurs more flushes and writes,
its throughput is slightly lower than that of CCEH. Level hashing
exhibits the lowest throughput because the whole table is locked
during resizing. In addition, Level hashing needs to delete items in
buckets during resizing. This causes a lot of extra cache flushes and
PM writes. Similar to Level hashing, PCLHT’s surprisingly inferior
insert performance is due to its resizing cost (the second-largest
overhead detailed in Section 4.6). Clevel inherits the design of Level
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hashing, so their insert performance is close to each other even
Clevel has a lock-free optimization for resizing.
Delete. Similar to the insert operation, SOFT outperforms others significantly under the delete-only workload, as illustrated in
Figure 4(d)(h). PCLHT has lower single-threaded performance for
delete compared to CCEH and Dash (see Figure 2). But PCLHT
performs better in the multi-threaded case. Because the delete operation involves both reads and writes, and PCLHT causes fewer
reads but comparable writes with CCEH and Dash, resulting in
more effective bandwidth utilization.
Mixed. To measure the performance of mixed workloads, we
initialize hash tables with 200M records, then execute 200M operations with different read/write ratios. PCLHT achieves the best
performance in all situations. Compared to the insert-only workload, PCLHT reaches a higher throughput in the write heavy scenario. The reason is that we insert 200M items before measuring
the performance, which indicates free buckets are adequate and
no resizing is triggered in this case. With the increasing of the percentage of search operations (comparing the write-heavy, balanced,
and read-heavy workload), the throughput of PCLHT increases
from 19Mops/s to 32Mops/s steadily under uniform distribution,
and reaches approximately 47Mops/s under skewed distribution.
CCEH, Dash, and SOFT exhibit identical trend for both write heavy
and balanced workload.
Most hash tables achieve their maximum throughput at 32 threads.
However, there are two exceptions. (1) SOFT achieves a continuous growth in throughput for the delete-only workload. This is
because SOFT looks for keys in DRAM, so read accesses to PM are
avoided. In addition, SOFT incurs less writes to PM as indicated
in Figure 3(a). (2) PCLHT does not level off until 64 threads under
mixed workload. This is because PCLHT has fewer reads/writes
per operation than others, and more operations can be processed
under the same bandwidth constrains.

(a) Insert

(b) Pos.Search

(c) Mixed(balanced)

Figure 6: Scalability in throughput by comparing a single
DCPMM with six interleaved DCPMMs (uniform).
is computed by dividing the throughput of using all six DCPMMs
(interleaved) by that of using one DCPMM, to illustrate DCPMM
scalability. A larger value of ratio indicates better DCPMM scalability. The maximum ratio is 6 if the throughput scales ideally. Figure 6
shows the results obtained by running different number of threads.
CCEH and Dash have a larger throughput ratio especially with
more threads stressing the PM subsystem, which means that their
throughput can be improved by adding more DCPMMs. However,
more DCPMMs does not necessarily lead to noticeable improvement in throughput even with a large amount of threads. This is
the case for Level hashing and SOFT. Level hashing has a throughput ratio of about 1 for insert-only and mixed workload, while its
maximum ratio is below 2 in the case of positive search. SOFT is a
hybrid memory design that imposes more pressure on DRAM, so
its throughput is not sensitive to the number of DCPMMs. For the
search workload, SOFT’s throughput ratio is approximately 1 no
matter how many threads are used.
In summary, for PM bandwidth hungry hash tables, allocating
more DCPMMs could effectively increase the performance. For others, we observe only marginal returns with additional DCPMMs
installed. In particular, for hybrid memory designs such as SOFT,
systems should be configured with an appropriate amount of DCPMMs, leaving more DIMM slots for DRAM, as the capacity and
bandwidth of DRAM may contribute more to the overall performance. However, determining the optimal number of DCPMMs and
threads is out of the scope of this paper.

DCPMM Scalability

To observe how the throughput scales with the number of DCPMMs,
we rerun the multi-threaded benchmarks in Section 4.3 with only
one DCPMM enabled. We define a metric throughput ratio, which
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Latency

In general, large scale systems suffer from unpredictable highpercentile (tail) latency variations [44]. Tail latency reflects the
response time of most operations, but some designs sacrifice tail
latency for higher throughput [19]. We collect experimental results
under uniform distribution to exclude caching effects and achieve
more stable access patterns. We measured single-threaded tail latency, but did not obtain additional insights. Thus, we only present
the results of multi-threaded experiments in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Tail latency at different percentiles under uniform
distribution with 32 threads.
Insert. All hash tables suffer from high latency except for SOFT,
which employs a lock-free concurrency control mechanism and a
hybrid memory architecture. Concretely, the tail latencies of CCEH,
Level, Dash, Clevel, PCLHT and SOFT increase to milliseconds
(about 1.6ms, 0.2ms, 2.3ms, 46ms, 0.7ms and 0.02ms respectively)
at 99.999 percentile. In the worst case, their latencies are about
8ms, 58751ms (resizing triggered), 16ms, 325ms, 31134ms (resizing
triggered), and 42ms respectively. Meanwhile, the tail latencies of
CCEH and Dash surpass that of others from 99.9 percentile, because
of structural modifications (e.g., segment splitting).
Search. The tail latency of search depends more on concurrency
control mechanisms. Thus, CCEH has the highest tail latency because it uses pessimistic locking. But for negative search, it remains
almost fixed, since negative search needs to traverse all the target
buckets to make sure a specific item does not exist. Concretely, the
tail latencies for positive/negative search of CCEH, Level, Dash,
Clevel, PCLHT and SOFT are in the scale of several microseconds
(about 18/18µs, 10/12µs, 7/7µs, 18/60µs, 6/7µs, and 9/10µs respectively) at 99.999 percentile.
Delete. The delete operation may result in multiple reads. Therefore, the latency for the delete operation is tightly bound to search
overhead. Notably, SOFT exhibits the lowest latency. This is because SOFT destroys the target node after deleting the records,
making its chaining-based buckets shorter. The delete latencies of
CCEH, Level, Dash, Clevel, PCLHT and SOFT are tens of microseconds (about 34µs, 26µs, 58µs, 67µs, 23µs and 18µs respectively) at
99.999 percentile.

4.6
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Figure 9: Resizing time and total execution time.
It takes 4.2ms to double the size of the directory when we insert
112M items to trigger this operation. The resizing overhead of Level
hashing and PCLHT is much higher, and also increases with the
table size. The resizing cost of Dash is sightly higher than CCEH’s
for both segment splitting and directory doubling (see the curves
marked with suffixes "_S" and "_D").
CCEH achieves the smallest resizing overhead. The reason is that
CCEH only splits the segment one at a time, and the items copied
to the new segment remain intact in the old segment (lazy deletion).
The structure of Dash is analogous to CCEH. The difference is
that Dash maintains 32 bytes metadata in each bucket and items
moved to the new segment are deleted in the old segment, which
implies that it needs to write more data to PM during resizing.
Hence, the segment splitting in Dash is more time consuming (
55.6𝜇s on average) than that in CCEH, while the cost of doubling
the directory is similar between them. Dash takes 4.2ms to expand
the directory at the point when we insert 117M items. Although
the structure of Level hashing allows it to reduce the number of
rehashes during resizing, its overhead is still higher than that of
dynamic hash tables. The resizing operation in Level hashing can
be divided into 3 steps: (1) Create a new table; (2) Lock the whole
table and move the items of the bottom level to the new table; (3)
Free the bottom level table. The buckets of the bottom level are
used to store conflicting items from the top level. After resizing,
the new bottom level may be too full to store any items. Therefore,
when a collision happens in the new top level, it has to resize again.
Worse, in the process of resizing, Level hashing needs to delete the
items of the original bottom level to maintain consistency, causing
extra writes to PM [46, 72]. The resizing strategy in Level hashing
leads to high overhead. Concretely, its resizing operation takes over
58.8s at the point when we insert 172M items. Similarly, PCLHT
needs to rehash the whole table in resizing. It locks the entire hash
table and creates a new table with doubled capacity, then rehashes
all items to the new one. At last, the old table is freed, instead of
deleting the items in the old table as Level hashing does. As a result,
PCLHT achieves lower resizing cost than Level hashing, but it is

Resizing

Resizing is indispensable for hash tables that demand dynamic
capacity expanding. We perform experiments on resizing using the
insert workload described in Section 4.1. The results are shown
in Figure 8. We can see that the resizing overhead should not be
overlooked. CCEH consists of two operations to expand its capacity.
One is segment splitting that has a constant cost of approximately
37.9𝜇s and does not depend on the size of the hash table. The other
is directory doubling, whose overhead scales with the table size.
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Figure 10: Load factor of different hash tables with respect
to the number of items inserted.
still comparatively high. For example, it takes 31.1s to resize the
table when 105M items are inserted.
In addition, we compare the resizing time and the total execution
time in Figure 9. Level hashing spends a significant amount of time
(24.8%) on resizing, and this ratio is 13.6% for PCLHT. CCEH and
Dash have similar resizing cost (5.0% vs 5.8%). Since Clevel performs
resizing using background threads that run in parallel with query
processing threads, its cost of resizing is effectively hidden.
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cacheline-aligned (with unused bits) to optimize cache access. Here,
we measure the memory utilization of hash tables, and the results
are shown in Table 2. The utilization is defined as the ratio between
the actual memory consumption of key-value pairs and the total
memory allocated. The memory utilization of SOFT is quite low
(about 22%) as it maintains an extra copy of data in DRAM. But if we
consider PM storage solely, SOFT reaches nearly 100% utilization
because only the actual data plus 3 validity bits are stored in PM.
Level hashing’s maximum memory utilization is about 52.6% because it includes 13 unused bytes in each bucket to align the buckets
to a cacheline. The original implementation of Level hashing has a
higher memory utilization because its bucket is more space efficient
(4 key-value pairs each consisting of a 16-byte key and a 15-byte
value, and 1-byte token), and the bucket is aligned to 2 cachelines.
For CCEH, the pointers stored in the directory are the only extra
space consumption, but its memory utilization is quite low (only
44.0%) because of its linear probing design that result in low load
factor.
Although each bucket (256 bytes) of Dash has 32 bytes metadata,
the memory utilization reaches 74.6% due to its special optimizations to improve load factor. The memory utilization of PCLHT is
62.2%. Each bucket (64 bytes) in PCLHT contains an 8-byte word
for concurrency control and a next pointer in addition to three keyvalue pairs. Clevel needs to store pointers that point to key-value
pairs, and its memory utilization is 55.3%.

Load Factor

Load factor is a key metric for hash tables, and it is defined as the
number of occupied slots in the hash table divided by the total
number of slots. We measure the load factor using the insert workload introduced in Section 4.1, and Figure 10 depicts the results.
CCEH has the lowest load factor since it employs a short probing
distance by default to solve hash collisions until a segment splitting
is triggered. Because its default probing distance is 4 cachelines
that can contain 4 buckets or 16 slots, a hash collision may cause
premature segment splitting even other buckets in the segment
have free slots. This is the reason why CCEH’s load factor can only
reach 44% under the default probing distance. When the probing
distance is set to 64 (256 slots), the load factor can be increased up
to 92% [46]. However, a long probing distance would deteriorate its
performance.
Dash, Level hashing, Clevel, and PCLHT achieves higher load
factor through dedicated optimizations, and the maximum load
factors for them are 86%, 79%, 83%, and 83% respectively. Dash
solves the issue of premature segment splitting in CCEH using
techniques such as stashing, balanced insert, and displacement.
Level hashing and Clevel enable each key to have two locations
to choose from (similar to cuckoo hashing) before resizing, which
improves load factor. The chaining-based PCLHT makes it more
flexible to accommodate conflicting items than the open addressing
design. Notably, the load factor of CCEH and Dash do not drop
significantly (halved) during resizing like PCLHT and Level hashing,
since they only split one segment to expand the table. The load
factor of SOFT is 100%, because it creates and destroys nodes on
demand, and no free space like free slots or buckets is maintained.
Overall, the essential strategy to optimize the load factor in all
hash tables but SOFT is to probe more standby buckets. However,
this contradicts with the goal of achieving high throughput. On the
contrary, we cannot blindly try to improve performance at the cost
of maintaining a large amount of unutilized memory.

4.8

Scale

4.9

Recovery

Recovery is necessary for table rebuilding and inconsistency cleaning when a system crash or a power failure occurs. The original
PCLHT lacks recovery implementation, so we implement its recovery procedure according to the mechanisms adopted by static
hashing schemes. The recovery time is measured as follows. First, a
number of key-value pairs are loaded. Second, the process is killed
manually. Third, we restart the process, and record the time duration between the point at which the process starts and the point the
process is ready to handle incoming requests. Thus, the recovery
time consists of two components. One is the time needed to start
a process, and it is system specific and normally constant (around
30ms on our test machine). The other is the time required to restore
hash specific structures.
The results are shown in Table 3. Level hashing, Clevel, and
PCLHT exhibit constant recovery time (almost negligible if the
process starting time is excluded), because they only need to check

Memory Utilization

Hashing indexes may intend to sacrifice memory space for achieving certain design goals. For example, it is common to maintain
extra metadata to improve query performance, and to make buckets
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resizing operations, resulting in ~6.8GB (16%) of data written to
the PM. While PCLHT triggers two full-table resizing operations,
producing ~4.6GB (11%) of data. Both CCEH and Dash expand capacity at the granularity of segment. Therefore, they induce less
resizing data than PCLHT. CCEH triggers structural changes more
frequently, so it has a larger percentage of resizing data than DASH
(i.e., 9% vs 5% or 3.0GB vs 2.2GB).
Lock. From Figure 11, we can observe that for the three lockbased PM hash tables (i.e., CCEH, Dash, and PCLHT), the extra
data induced by locking is tremendous in size because of frequent
invoking of locks and contention among threads, reaching 12.5GB
(32%) on average.
Others. Except Clevel, other hash tables are log-free. Dash uses
log only when doubling the directory, and the data generated by
logging can be ignored. For CCEH, Dash, PCLHT, and SOFT, the
data volume belonging to others (accounting for 40% on average)
is approximately equal to that incurred by write amplification,
and it is 4x of that in K-V. This is consistent with the fact that
16-byte key-value pairs are flushed to PM at the granularity of 64
bytes. For Level hashing, others consists of data produced by write
amplification and moving items between buckets. For Clevel, 92%
of data is in this category. Reasons are three-fold. (1) It needs to
allocate space for each item to be inserted; (2) It stores pointers in
the hash table to support variable-length items; (3) The function
make_persistent_object will create a log entry for each memory
allocation and data copy.
The above analysis demonstrates that key-value pairs only accounts for a small part of all data written to PM, and writes associated with memory allocation, synchronization primitives, and hash
table specific features (like resizing) could be unexpectedly high.
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Figure 11: Breakdown of data written to PM.
if there is a unfinished resizing operation. In particular, PCLHT
simply concerns if a new table was created but failed to be properly
initialized. If it is the case, the new table is deallocated and the resizing operation is rerun. Otherwise, the process can serve requests
immediately. Level hashing examines if the pointer that points to
the new top level is null (indicating an incomplete resizing). It deals
with inconsistency similar to PCLHT. For Clevel, besides checking
the consistency of rehashing, it also needs to check memory leaks
in order to release unused memory.
CCEH’s recovery time scales with data size, since it needs to
traverse the directory for inconsistency checking. Dash behaves
similarly, but its overhead is amortized over segment accesses after
recovering. Therefore, the recovery time of Dash is lower than
that of CCEH. SOFT maintains structural information in DRAM. In
addition to a full traversal of data on PM, it is required for SOFT to
reconstruct the structure in DRAM. As a result, its recovery time is
3 orders of magnitude larger than others.

4.10

Breakdown of Data Written to PM

Recall that when inserting items, the average size of data written
to PM is much larger than the actual size of key-value pairs as
shown in Figure 3(a). In order to understand this phenomenon,
we conduct the following experiments. We breakdown the total
amount of data written to PM (denoted as total data) when inserting 2M key-value pairs (3.2GB), into five parts (except Clevel)
that include: (1) allocator, data written due to dynamic memory
allocation/deallocation; (2) resize, data written during the resizing operation; (3) K-V, the actual size of key-value pairs; (4) lock,
extra data incurred by lock/unlock primitives; and (5) others. We
use the PCM tool to measure the size of allocator and resize
directly, and collect the results for lock through source code instrumentation because it is too time consuming to measure 2M
invocations of locks using the API provided by PCM. Results are
shown in Figure 11.
Allocator. Both Dash and CCEH need to allocate memory for a
new segment when segment splitting happens. Dash causes ~8.5GB
(18%) extra data in memory allocation, while it is only ~3.9GB
(13%) for CCEH. The reason for this discrepancy is that they use
different memory allocators. Dash depends on libpmemobj that
needs to create logs for crash-safety, while CCEH uses libvmem
that has not crash-safety guarantee. PCLHT and SOFT produce
~4.4GB (11%) and ~3.5GB (28%) of data in allocators. For Level hashing, the data volume is ~41 MB, because it triggers memory allocations only when the resizing is required. Clevel uses the API
make_persistent_object of PMDK to allocate memory, which is
coupled with data copy. Hence, we cannot accurately measure how
much data is generated from allocator without modifying the
source code of PMDK, so we classify it to the category of others.
Resize. In this experiment, Level hashing causes five full-table

4.11

Issues Related to PM Hardware

In this subsection, we explore three performance issues related to
PM hardware. First, when operating on the elements of hash
tables, will there be contention for DIMMs? Previous work [68]
found that accesses across interleaved DIMMs may cause contention
for particular DIMMs. We use the PCM tool [13] to observe the bandwidth of each channel every 15ms when running the workload. We
found that the bandwidth of each channel is always approximately
the same during execution. Therefore, we conclude that the contention for DIMMs does not happen for hash tables.
Note that, none of the hash tables evaluated in this paper can
approach the upper limit of DCPMM write bandwidth (13GB/s [68]).
Thus, the second question is how small random PM writes restrict the performance of hash tables. We designed a simplified
model to explore why hash tables have such a low PM bandwidth
utilization. In order to eliminate the interference from operations
like resizing, synchronization, and hash value computation, we
use a large array to simulate a hash table that has no such operations. Items of size 16 bytes are inserted into a random position of
the array using 32 threads. We also evaluate the effect of certain
instructions on the overall performance by enabling only one or
both of flush and fence instructions, or disabling both, or using
non-temporal stores (NTstore). Figure 12 displays the throughput of
(the bars in gray) and bandwidth (the curves marked with squares).
We can see that the throughput cannot exceed 31 Mops/s when
inserting items with size of 16 bytes, even when flush and fence
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and the other as remote CPU. All DRAMs and DCPMMs are installed on one CPU (local). We launch 32 threads and pin them to
CPU cores with different configurations: (1) Local indicates all the
32 threads are pinned to the local CPU. (2) Half means 16 threads
are pinned to the local CPU and the remaining 16 to the remote
CPU. (3) Remote means all the 32 threads are pinned to the remote
CPU. (4) No-limit indicates threads are managed by the default OS
scheduler.
The results shown in Figure 14 reveal that accessing the remote
node hurts performance severely in most cases. For the insert workload, the throughput of Remote drops significantly compared to
Local. For example, Dash’s throughput is decreased by 2.6x, followed by CCEH (2.3x). The reduction is 1.4x for Level hashing and
PCLHT. The throughput of Level hashing and Clevel are less affected by NUMA. From Figure 14(b), we can observe that NUMA
has less impact on performance for reads than writes (comparing
Half with Remote for search and insert). The reason is as follows.
The ratio of read latency between local and remote Optane DCPMM
is 1.20x for random access. For write, the remote access latency
of Optane DCPMM is 1.68x higher compared to local [68]. And,
hash tables exhibit fairly random access patterns. Mixed workloads
shown in Figure 14(c) exhibit similar trends with search, because
the delete operation produces multiple reads and one write on PM.
In all cases, the throughput under No-limit is close to (even better than) Half, because the OS may be able to schedule threads
optimally.
Although our evaluation demonstrates the negative impact of
NUMA on performance, running more threads on remote node
can still be properly leveraged to improve performance, depending
on the utilization of PM bandwidth. As discussed in Section 4.3,
for some workloads, the throughput of SOFT and PCLHT scales
with more remote threads, while CCEH and Dash can exhaust PM
bandwidth with only local threads.
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Figure 12: The impact of different instructions on the
throughput of the simplified hash table under 32 threads.
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Figure 13: Throughput with different instructions under 32
threads.
instructions are both disabled. Thus, we can conclude that the low
throughput and bandwidth utilization are mainly due to the small
random writes. Unfortunately, none of the existing PM hash tables,
even those with specific optimizations like cacheline alignment,
can solve this problem properly. A feasible solution is to convert
small random writes into large sequential ones. For example, we
can group random writes into a DRAM buffer that can then be
written to PM sequentially. We use the simplified model to evaluate
the efficiency of this method. When items are packed into 64-byte
buffers, under the same bandwidth, the throughput increases to
91Mops/s, and reaches 141Mops/s when we use 256-byte buffers.
From Figure 12, we can also observe that the performance is more
sensitive to flush and fence instructions for large write, and NTstore
achieves the highest throughput for the 256-byte write.
The last question is that how much effect flush and fence instructions have on the performance of hash tables. To answer
this question, we conduct an experiment, in which we intentionally
disable one or both of the flush and fence instruction for all hash
tables. The results are shown in Figure 13. We can observe that
these instructions have little impact on the throughput for all hash
tables, which is consistent with the 16-byte case in Figure 12. This
is because write operations in PM hash tables (using customized designs to ensure consistency) merely involve a few cacheline flushes
and memory fences, as compared to the data structures that rely
on software transactional memory [20].
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DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we summarize the observations and insights made
from our evaluation and analysis.
1. Random small write is the primary factor that fundamentally restricts the performance of PM hash tables. Random small write is the inherent access pattern in hash tables. Thus,
even with specific optimizations to address this issue, such as reducing the number of random writes, the performance of existing
PM hash tables is fundamentally constrained. We argue that new
hash table designs are desired to mitigate the detrimental effect of
random small write and achieve higher performance.
2. The impact of cache flush and memory fence instructions on performance is marginal. Contrary to common observations made in PM data structure designs that employ software
transactional memory, the performance of PM hash tables is not
constrained by cache flushing and memory fence instructions, due
to the limited number of these instructions in individual operations.
Therefore, optimizations should focus on other aspects in designing
PM hash tables.
3. Fingerprinting can accelerate negative queries significantly. Cache-resident fingerprints can speedup negative search
considerably, since unnecessary accesses to PM can be filtered. This
is especially meaningful for PM given its asymmetric read/write

CC

Throughput (Mops/s)

4.12

5

(c) Mixed(balanced)

Figure 14: The impact of NUMA architecture on throughput.
In this section, we investigate the impact of NUMA on throughput using workloads with uniform distribution. We use both CPUs
(each with 16 cores) on our test machine, one denoted as local CPU
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performance (i.e., end-to-end write latency is often lower than
reads).
4. Resizing should not discourage normal operations. Fulltable rehashing is harmful to concurrency, leading to low throughput and unexpected latency. Dynamic extendible schemes (Dash
and CCEH) and lock-free resizing (Clevel) are good paradigms to
alleviate the overhead of resizing.
5. Beware of the significance of write amplifications caused
by memory allocators and synchronization primitives. Besides write amplifications incurred by small random write that is
inherent for hash tables, memory allocators and synchronization
primitives also cause severe write amplifications, which may be far
beyond our expectations as quantified in this paper. Write amplification not only degrades performance, but also hurts the endurance of
DCPMM. In the future, we plan to explore the design of wear-aware
memory allocator for PM systems and PM-friendly locks.
6. Concerns about hybrid memory designs. Maintaining structural metadata in DRAM and key-value pairs in PM can substantially reduce PM reads/writes and access latency. However, new
techniques should be considered in the future to reduce the recovery
cost for hybrid memory designs.
7. PM bandwidth is a scarce resource, but the performance
of hash tables does not necessarily scale with more DCPMMs. For some hash tables, when more DCPMMs are installed
in a system, their performance scales almost linearly. While for
others, the increase in throughput is small or barely noticeable
even if the system is fully populated with DCPMMs. More efforts
are needed to figure out this scalability issue for PM hash tables.
Furthermore, system designers who want to use an existing hash
table would be aware the importance of striking a balance between
DCPMM and DRAM resources, in order to achieve better performance.
8. Micro-architectural characteristics of PM matter. We have
shown that designers of hash tables should be aware of the existence
and importance of XPBuffer. Moreover, we expect to see more characteristics study to reveal performance-critical micro-architectural
components, such as the WPQ size, read-modify-write buffer, and
address indirection translation buffer as identified in [62] to optimize the high-level design of PM data structures like hash table.

6

RELATED WORK

DRAM-based hash tables have been studied for decades. A wide
range of high performance hash schemes for single-processor or
multi-processor systems have been proposed [3, 7, 11, 21, 34, 35,
42, 51]. Our previous work [8] conducted extensive evaluations of
five DRAM-based concurrent hash tables on four representative
multi-core platforms under a unified framework.
PM-based index structures. In addition to the hash tables discussed in Section 3, several PM hash tables were recently proposed.
NVC-Hashmap [56] is a lock-free hashmap that supports unordered
dictionaries and delta indices for in-memory databases. PFHT [12]
is a write-optimized hash table using a stash bucket to improve
load factor. To avoid extra PM writes from update operations, Path
hashing [71] organizes its buckets as an inverted complete binary
tree logically. However, this structure causes low lookup performance as the lookup operation depends on the height of the tree.

Level hashing [72] solves this problem via a sharing-based twolevel structure. PM-based indexing tree is also a well-studied topic,
and several proposals have been made [2, 5, 49, 69, 70]. Lersch et
al. developed a benchmarking framework PiBench [33], and performed comprehensive evaluations on four B+ -Trees using Intel
Optane DC Persistent Memory.
Efforts to reduce consistency and durability overhead and
programming difficulty. Transaction memory (TM) interacting
with PM is commonly used to guarantee failure-atomicity and
durability [4, 25, 29, 60]. However, PM indexes with TM still suffer
from the overhead of flushing and logging [20, 57], and several
attempts to alleviate this have been proposed. TIMESTONE [30]
uses a hybrid logging technique, TOC logging, to guarantee crash
consistency with low write amplification and minimal memory
footprint. Minimally Ordered Durable (MOD) library [20] provides
STL-like persistent data structure interfaces to reduce the efforts
required to develop PM applications. Similar to MOD, Pronto [40]
can reduce the programming efforts required to add persistence to
volatile data structures, using asynchronous semantic logging.
PM indexes in data-intensive systems. Concurrent data structures are essential components of modern data-intensive systems,
such as database systems [45, 48], key-value stores [14, 16, 18, 28,
32, 36, 41, 50, 52, 53, 67], and file systems [47, 55]. However, the
performance of these systems is limited by the size of workloads,
especially when a systems need to recover and warm up their state
after a restart [17]. Thus, several storage systems [38, 65, 66], which
take full advantage of the features of hybrid memory systems consisting of DRAM and PM, were proposed. HiKV [65] is a persistent
key-value store with a hybrid index (hash table in PM and B+ -Tree
in DRAM). It inherits the efficiency of point query from hash table and the range query from the B+ -Tree. Another problem of
PM-based key-value store is that the small-sized access pattern in
key-value stores does not match with the persistence granularity in
PM, leaving the PM bandwidth underutilized [6, 33]. FlatStore [6]
is a PM-based key-value storage engine designed to alleviate this
issue, using CCEH [46] as its index.

7

CONCLUSION

This paper performs a comprehensive evaluation of hash tables
designed for PM based on the recently released Intel Optane DC
Persistent Memory. We extend the framework PiBench with more
hash table specific functionalities, and evaluate six state-of-the-art
hash indexes elaborately, considering not only the common metrics, but also hardware-related properties such as PM bandwidth,
flush/fence instructions, and NUMA architecture. We identify key
insights for the design PM-based hash tables. We hope our experimental results would be valuable for researchers and practitioners
to develop more efficient and scalable PM-based hash tables.
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